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Abstract
Thermosensing in animals is the ability to detect temperature or temperature changes.
Survival often depends on being able to discriminate thermal events and to locate such stimuli.
Although the molecular events associated with thermal transduction have been studied intensely,
the encoding of thermal stimuli remains poorly understood at the level of neural circuits. Here,
we describe for the first time behavioral and neural responses to local thermal stimuli in the
invertebrate Manduca sexta evoked using a novel stimulation technique. Discrete and
quantifiable thermal stimuli were delivered to the larval body wall using a low power infrared
laser. As the stimulus intensity was increased, Manduca responded with a localized muscular
twitch while high intensity stimuli that increased cuticle temperatures above 50°C elicited a
defensive strike response indicating the activation of nociceptive neural transduction pathways.
The activity of afferent sensory neurons in the body wall was monitored using an extracellular
suction electrode on the lateral branch of the dorsal nerve of a reduced body preparation. Brief
thermal stimuli evoked a rapid and transient increase in spike activity. Neural firing frequencies
increased in response to a high heat thermal stimulus across the entire surface of the segmental
body wall. We found the activity of these neurons to encode the initial rise in temperature within
10-20 ms of stimulus onset rather than the absolute temperature parameter of the stimulus.
Findings from this work will enable further work into the neural circuits that underlie
temperature sensation in invertebrates.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Why Study Thermosensation?

Temperature is a feature of the environment that is critically important for biological
systems to assess. From a cellular and molecular standpoint, it governs the chemical reactions
and the physiological processes that sustain life. As such, organisms allocate a great deal of
energy to regulating temperature and maintaining homeostasis. Moreover, temperature regulation
is a critical factor that drives the successful coordination of both micro and macro biological
events. These include the regulation of the cell cycle, the differentiation of organ system and
more animal complex behaviors like mating and migration. The ability to detect temperature
fluctuations in the environment, therefore, is critical for biological fitness in organisms across the
phylogenetic domains. This ability relies on nervous systems being able to constantly collect and
interpret sensory information pertaining to temperature, a process termed thermosensation.
Nervous systems have developed intricate ways of monitoring thermal sensory input,
categorizing the information accordingly, transmitting it to where it will be integrated and
generating a response. These systems must collect and integrate thermal signals rapidly,
accurately and in an energetically efficient manner. Moreover, they must be tuned to distinct
temperature ranges that are relevant to the organism and adapt their response characteristics as
demanded by the environmental context. Neuronal oscillators, for example, depend on precise
timing to produce functional behaviors and must be sensitive to thermal perturbations that
change cable and ion channel properties crucial to accurate information processing. The
importance of thermal perturbations can be clearly seen in the circadian rhythm process.
Light/dark cycles and warm/cold cycles are usually synchronized to produce coordinated
behavioral rhythms. Abrupt changes in temperature and unexpected phase shifts between the two
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processes can affect many molecular reactions, including gene expression, protein
phosphorylation and melatonin production, which are crucial to animals’ normal functioning
physiology (Wright and Bruni 2004; Lahiri et al. 2005).
Unlike areas of sensory biology such as olfaction and vision, thermosensation is rarely
mediated by specialized sensory structures. The thermal modality is typically detected over
broad areas of an organism’s body plan, in sometimes distinct and adaptive patterns. Most often,
free nerve endings that form part of the peripheral nervous system locally detect changes in
temperature. However, the lack of specialized structures or distinct locations for thermal signal
processing means that thermosensation lags behind as one of the more poorly understood sensory
modalities. Moreover, as all neural signaling is essentially temperature dependent, neural
components that process temperature information are often sensors for other modalities such as
touch or chemical compounds.

1.2 Somatic Thermosensation in Vertebrates
In vertebrate models the skin is the protective organ that defends against environmental
insults and mediates the processing of environmental information that is important to the animal.
Environmental stimuli ranging from temperature and touch to chemicals and various types of
pain are all detected and transmitted to the nervous system via the somatosensory nervous system
that projects to the dermis and epidermis. Cutaneous thermosensation has been primarily studied
at two levels. The first is the macro level of afferent nerve fiber tracts that transmit sensory
signals to the central nervous system. The second is the molecular level that has revealed
temperature-gated ion channels implicated in thermosensation.
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1.2.1 Macro: Afferent Nerve Tract Mechanisms
Sensory information is transduced by primary afferent nerve fibers that innervate the
dermis and epidermis, however, there is much debate about how different modalities are
distinguished. Well-characterized sensory fibers tend to be polymodal and may show different
response properties across their modalities. For example, mammalian monkey A-fibers transduce
information pertaining to both mechanical and thermal pain (Kumazawa, Mizumura, and Kruger
1996). The A-MH I subclass shows a long latency to respond to both heat and punctuate stimuli,
with a high heat threshold of > 53°C but a relatively low mechanical threshold of 3.7 - 5.0 bar.
Different subclasses of A-fibers gain further functional heterogeneity by using different
transduction molecules and having different receptive fields (Dubin and Patapoutian 2010). This
high level of diversification among afferent fibers means that somatosensory input is often
processed in complex pathways in which modalities can be highly overlapping.
Because the processing of sensory information is so polymodal and diverse in terms of
which types of afferents are used, there is currently much interest in the exact physical location
and mechanism by which all the incoming somatosensory input is encoded into meaningful and
usable information. The labelled-lines model, first proposed by Blix, Goldscheider, and
Donaldson, suggested that somatic sensory afferents carry information to the dorsal root
ganglion (DRG) of the spinal cord via lines of the communication that are specific to the sensory
modality (Ma 2010). We now know that modality is not simply determined by the single labeled
line that transmitted the signal. Rather, the same fiber tract may carry information that has been
processed to varying degrees and pertains to several modalities. In the case of thermosensation,
for example, though thermal stimuli are transduced primarily via unmyelinated C-fibers and
thinly myelinated Aδ fibers, interesting mechanisms that interact and overlap govern the
perceptions of hot and cold.
3

At the perceptual level it is clear that interactions between different sensory pathways are
important for interpreting stimuli. The thermal grill illusion first described by Thunberg in 1896
has since revealed how the perception of thermal stimuli is governed by interactions between
hot, cold and pain-labelled lines. Paradoxically, human subjects touched with an interlaced cold
and hot metal grill report experiencing only burning pain despite the cold stimulus’s presence
(Craig and Bushnell 1994). Moreover, blocking cold fibers by ischemia or pressure-block results
in a similar sensations of intense heat but no cold in the presence of the hot and cold stimuli
(Fruhstorfer 1984; Mackenzie et al. 1975). The current mechanism used to explain this
phenomenon describes the interactions between WARM C-fibers, COLD A-fibers and
COLD/HOT/PAIN C-fibers. A COLD A-fiber labelled line will generally inhibit
COLD/HOT/PAIN C-fibers that transmit hot, cold and pain stimuli and result in pain sensations.
However, if a warm stimulus is also present, the WARM C-fiber will inhibit the COLD A-fiber.
In the absence of inhibition, the COLD/HOT/PAIN C-fibers will be activated, resulting in a
burning pain sensation (Ma 2010). This model describes one of many mechanisms that afferent
nerve fibers use to communicate and integrate thermal sensory input to give rise to the
perception of hot and cold stimuli.

Figure 1.1: Labelled lines model for the thermal grill illusion of intense heat. Adapted from Ma 2010.
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Such findings suggest that processing of somatosensory information in vertebrates,
including heat, cold, and pain, results from integrated mechanisms along the spinothalamic
pathway rather than distinctly labelled lines. Sensory information is continually encoded and
modulated by crosstalk between tracts. Rather than summating peripheral input at the spinal
cord, vertebrate nervous systems have also specialized to dynamically process information while
transducing it. Encoding takes place at a population level, with subclasses of afferents interacting
in complex ways to refine the signal. Finally, spinal relay neurons process these population
somatosensory signals and integrate information descending from higher brain centers. Thus, at
the nerve tract level, perception of hot, cold and pain stimuli is governed by interacting
mechanisms of activation and inhibition, accompanied by constant processing.

1.2.2 Micro: The TRP Receptor Family
Another approach to understanding temperature sensing is to examine the molecular
mechanisms of primary transduction (the conversion of thermal stimuli into neural signals). A
large number of molecular sensors have been identified as important for both temperature and
mechanical sensing. In particular, transient receptor protein (TRP) channels play a prominent
role in vertebrate thermosensation. The TRP channels are a superfamily of cation channels first
discovered in a Drosophila phototransduction mutant (Minke 1977). They are now known to be
expressed across the phyla, from eukaryotes to mammals and to take part in the transduction of
various signals related to both the internal state of the organism and the external environment.
Their prominent role in sensory physiology spans a range of functions from olfaction, vision,
hearing and mechanosensation. Mammalian TRP channels belonging to various subfamilies have
been implicated in thermosensation, mechanosensation, gustatory pathways and even
pheromone-mediated signaling (Moran, Xu, and Clapham 2004). In vitro and in vivo studies
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have thus far uncovered six TRP channels that are expressed in neural and non-neural tissues,
and mediate the sensation of the entire range of temperatures perceived by mammals.
The different roles of these channels can sometimes be identified pharmacologically. For
example, the chemical compound menthol, naturally derived from the Mentha plant, evokes a
cool sensation suggesting it could be used to identify the signaling proteins involved in the
perception of coolness. A subset of menthol-activated C-fiber DRG afferents in mice express the
TRP melastatin 8 (TRMP8) channel, which mediates an increase in intracellular calcium upon
cooling (Peier et al. 2002). These neurons are responsive over a relatively big temperature range,
from 8°C to 25°C, implicating them in both innocuous and tissue damaging, or noxious, cold
perception (Peier et al. 2002; McKemy, Neuhausser, and Julius 2002). Subsequent genetic
knockout and ablation studies showed that trmp8 deficient mice lose their sensitivity to cold
ramps, both behaviorally and neurally (Bautista et al. 2007; Knowlton et al. 2013). These
findings and others yield support for the TRMP8 channel’s role invertebrate thermosensation,
both in the innocuous and the noxious cold ranges.
The thermotransductive role of TRP channels in the warm and hot range is much more
diverse and elusive. Capsaicin, the plant derivative that induces the sensation of heat, activates
more than half of the primary DRG afferent fibers in rats, including both C fibers and Ad fibers.
The sole channel on which capsaicin acts as an agonist was found to be the TRP vanilloid
channel (TRPV1) which is activated by noxious temperatures above 43°C (Michael J. Caterina et
al. 1997). However, cultured skin preparations from knockout mice lacking the TRPV1 receptor
only partially lose their thermal sensitivity. While inward current responses to the moderately
noxious threshold of 43°C decrease, those to the high noxious threshold of approximately 55°C
persist (M. J. Caterina et al. 2000). Such studies present evidence for the involvement of other
TRP channel neurons in the noxious thermosensation range. Moreover, members of the TRPV
6

subfamily have been implicated in perception of heat in the innocuous range as well. The TRPV3
channel, for example, is activated by temperatures above 33°C and expressed in some DRG
afferents in primates but only skin keratinocytes in mice (Peier et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2002; Xu
et al. 2002). TRPV4, expressed in many different tissues, has also been implicated in innocuous
heat sensation, though research is inconclusive regarding its temperature threshold.

Channel

Temperature Function
sensitivity

TRPV1

≥42°C

TRPV2
TRPV3
TRPV4

≥52°C
32°C∼39°C
27°C∼34°C

TRPM8

25°C∼34°C

TRPA1

≤17°C

Noxious heat sensor; also involved in inlammatory pain, thermal
hyperalgesia, hippocampal long-term depression, diabetes, obesity,
bladder function, hypertension, gastrointestinitis, hypothermia, renal
excretory function.
Possible extreme heat sensor ; innate immune system
Warmth; possible involvement in noxious heat detection
Warm temperature sensation and volume regulation; possible
involvement in noxious mechanical pain and thermal hyperalgesia
Innocuous cold perception, behavioural thermoregulation, cold-mediated
analgesia; cold nociception in some neurons
Cold, mechanical and chemically induced nociception, cold hyperalgesia

Table 1.1: Mammalian TRP channels and their temperature sensitivity, including agonists acting on each receptor
and suggested functions of the receptor in the intact animal. Reproduced from Vay, Gu, and McNaughton, 2012.

While clearly implicated in the transduction of sensory information pertaining to
temperature, TRP ion channels can provide only limited insights into the process of
thermosensation. Much of work in vertebrate models such as mice and non-human primates
selectively eliminates these molecular players in the temperature-sensing pathway. However,
linking TRP-expressing afferents into a complete neural circuit model for thermosensation
presents many challenges. Among them are the complex neural architecture of vertebrate model
systems and the high degree of signal modulation at various points of the pathway. The
polymodality of afferents introduces further confounds in studies seeking to selectively activate
or eliminate neurons specifically involved in thermosensation.
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1.3 Insights from Invertebrates

Thermosensing is of such critical importance that it is found across all phyla, with some
of the mechanisms for heat detection being highly conserved in multicellular animals.
Invertebrates such as the insects provide extremely useful model systems for studying both
molecular and neural mechanisms of thermosensation. The relative architectural simplicity of
invertebrate nervous systems presents an experimental advantage to studying several sensory
modalities, as neurons can be more easily identified and recorded from than those of vertebrates.
As the body plans of lower invertebrates are often segmented, neural control tends to be
centralized to single ganglia in each segment, making it easy to distinguish peripheral and central
nervous system mechanisms. Finally, invertebrate behaviors are often well-define and robust,
allowing for clearer sensory input behavioral output loops that are often much more complex in
vertebrates. Invertebrates thus allow us to use a more reductionist approach to asking questions
in sensory biology, while still giving us valuable insights that are likely conserved across higher
vertebrates.

1.3.1 Molecular Basis of Drosophila Thermosensation
Advances in molecular genetics have led to Drosophila melanogaster becoming the
leading model invertebrate in the study of thermosensation. Its genetic toolkit allows researchers
to create mutant lines that help shed light on the neuronal and molecular basis of temperature
sensing. Drosophila naturally migrate towards their optimal temperature range between 23-28°C,
a process known as thermotaxis (Sayeed and Benzer 1996). Moreover, Drosophila larvae
respond with a rolling corkscrew-like motion to noxious temperatures, a response useful for
building behavioral assays for thermosensation. Finally, there is a high degree of similarity
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between the mammalian TRP channels that mediate sensation across a variety of modalities and
the 13 representatives of the TRP family also expressed in Drosophila.
A genetic screen performed by Tracey et al. revealed the first temperature Drosophila
temperature mutant, the painless mutant. When touched with a metal probe heated to 39-41°C
for several seconds, these larvae showed defects in the nocifensive rolling behavior, the
stereotypical behavioral response to a noxious stimulus. This suggests failure to detect the
stimulus as noxious, an effect that is reproducible with noxious mechanical stimuli (Tracey Jr. et
al. 2003). The painless gene encodes a member of the TRPA subfamily in Drosophila, distantly
related to the TRPV family implicated in noxious thermosensation in vertebrates (Montell 2005;
McKemy 2007). Further investigations with different high temperature thresholds by Tracey et
al. also revealed that, while painless mutants did not respond to moderate thresholds of 38-41°C,
the nocifensive rolling behavior returned at high noxious thresholds >52°C. This finding
indicates the presence of other neuronal nociceptors that are gated by even higher temperature
thresholds.
Further studies investigating TRP channels in Drosophila thermosensation showed that
dTRPA1 and TRPA2 ion channels play a role in detecting temperature changes above and below
the noxious heat threshold. TRPA2 channels, also known as pyrexia channels, respond to
temperatures near the noxious range of 40°C, mediating a paralysis behavior in flies that has
been linked to avoidance of thermal stress (Lee et al. 2005). The function of the TRPA1 channel
was controversial until the discovery of its four mRNA isoforms that play different thermal
sensory roles, in different locations in the animal’s nervous system. One isoform, has been
implicated in thermotactic behaviors that drive avoidance of extreme hot and cold temperatures.
RNA interference (RNAi) experiments targeting expression of the dTrpA1 gene abolished larval
avoidance of elevated temperatures, whereas targeting expression of other TRP channels,
9

including painless, did not (Rosenzweig et al. 2006). Several subsequent studies have established
distinct roles for different TRPA1 isoforms in innocuous thermosensation, as well as
nociception, highlights the many roles this channel plays in detecting most aspects of external
temperature changes relevant to Drosophila.

Figure 1.2: Reproduced from McKemy review of temp. sensing across species. Shows known channels responsible
for mediating perception of temperatures relevant to Drosophila adults.

1.3.2 Neuronal Basis of Drosophila Thermosensation
The processing of thermal stimuli at a neuronal level in Drosophila involves specialized
thermosensor organs as well as an intricate plexus of peripheral sensory neurons. The peripheral
nervous system (PNS) consists of two major types of sensory neurons. Type I neurons have a
sole ciliated dendrite and are found in sensory organs. Ablation studies in adults have shown that
behavioral thermopreference for temperatures near 24°C disappears with the removal of the third
antennal segment, containing Type I neurons, which suggests a role for these neurons in
thermosensation, in addition to olfaction. Interestingly, the same study also showed that ablated
flies were still sensitive to high temperatures above 31.5°C, indicating the presence of a potential
second high-temperature thermosensor in Drosophila adults (Sayeed and Benzer 1996). Larval
10

Type I neurons in the terminal sensory organ have also been shown to increase their firing
activity in response to cooling by as little as 1°C (Liu et al. 2003). Overall, these findings present
evidence for a Type I neural thermosensor in the head of both adults and larvae that is
responsible for detecting temperatures in the cold ranges.
Type II sensory neurons are multidendritic (md) neurons, a subset of which forms a
plexus of dendritic arborizations (da) that tile the larval body wall (Hartenstein and Posakony
1989; Bodmer, Carretto, and Jan 1989; Brewster and Bodmer 1995; Grueber, Jan, and Jan 2002).
Md neurons in the larval body wall are likely candidates for neuronal mediators of high
temperatures. These sensory neurons “tile” the epidermis with extensive dendritic projections to
almost every cell (Grueber, Jan, and Jan 2002). They are homologous bilaterally and have been
categorized into classes based on common branching morphology and projection patterns. The
highly branched Class III and Class IV neurons do not have overlapping projections, suggesting
that they transduce the same sensory modality. Furthermore, Class IV md neurons have been
reported to function as polymodal nociceptors, thermally activated by temperatures above 39°C
(Hwang et al. 2007). Supporting this, behavioral experiments by Tracey et al. have implicated
md neurons in detection of nociceptive temperatures. They demonstrated that a mutant fly line
where md neurons expressed the tetanus toxin light chain (TeTxLC) gene that blocks calciumdependent vesicle release did not respond to a noxious heat probe at 46°C, even after 10 seconds
of stimulation (Tracey Jr. et al. 2003). Furthermore, using the calcium reporter yellow cameleon,
Liu et al. showed that dorsal and lateral md neurons in the larval body wall experience Ca2+
influxes to slow heating from 18-40°C. Interestingly, different md neurons, or clusters of md
neurons, showed different patterns of activation at various points of the heat ramp, indicating that
individual neurons may be encoding specific aspects of the sensory information (Liu et al. 2003).
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Though individual thermally responsive neurons have been identified in Drosophila
(Hamada et al. 2008), the neural circuitry that underlies thermosensation remains unknown. The
nociceptive channel painless is expressed in a subset of md neurons, localized to their dendritic
projections, while the thermotaxis-associated TRPA1 isoform is not (Tracey Jr. et al. 2003;
Rosenzweig 2006). Other experiments have also shown that the pyrexia-expressing neurons in
second antennal segment may synapse onto internal thermosensitive AC neurons in the fly
central nervous system (Tang et al. 2013). Most recently, a dual pathway for processing thermal
information has been proposed. In this network model, different isoforms of TRPA1 are
localized to the PNS and CNS and form a network that processes absolute temperature and rate
of temperature change differently (Luo, Shen, and Montell 2017).
Despite these recent findings providing insights into thermal information integration, the
field of neurobiology has yet to provide a complete description of the thermosensation process.
In invertebrates, the in-depth study of molecular channels and the neurons that express them has
shed some light on the key players that mediate the detection of temperature. However, due to
the nonspecific nature of this modality, sensory information is modulated at various points in the
transduction pathway, between the level of the ion channel and that of the behavioral response.
This modulation would serve the purpose of providing detailed information to the animal, not
only about the absolute temperature, but also about parameters like the location of the stimulus,
its duration, its spread, and dynamic properties such as rate of change. To delve into such details,
we would benefit from studying the simple neural circuits that relay and encode this information
through their firing properties.
The genetic and biochemical toolkit available in Drosophila make it an ideal model to
study some areas of sensory physiology, however there are many limitations to using it in
studying localized heat and the neural circuits processing it. The limited number and complexity
12

of Drosophila larvae behaviors presents an obstacle to its use in the study of thermosensation.
Thermotaxis and the all-or-none rolling escape behavior occur at the two ends of the temperature
sensing spectrum: low innocuous temperatures and noxious temperatures. This means that
intermediate temperatures do not elicit robust behaviors that can be quantified in assays.
Moreover, the size of Drosophila larvae makes it nontrivial to deliver localized thermal stimuli
that activate specific subepidermal md neurons, or to record the electrical activity in these
neurons. This is critical to characterizing the heat transduction pathway by pairing stimulus,
behavior and neural response.

1.4 Why Manduca sexta?

In order to bridge the gap between the micro molecular level of analysis and the macro
behaviors associated with external temperature changes, we propose taking advantage of
Manduca sexta’s experimental tractability to inspect thermosensation at the level of neural
circuits. Due to its relatively large size and robust and targeted nocifensive behavior, this softbodied invertebrate has already proven to be a surprisingly tractable model system in sensory
biology, primarily in the fields of olfaction and mechanosensation. One major advantage of
studying sensory processing in Manduca is the segmented neuroanatomy of the animal. All
peripheral sensory input from each body segment converges in ganglia that form the central
nervous system and are connected along the animal’s ventral nerve cord. This neural
organization makes it possible to adopt a reductionist approach and study processing in one
segment, with a considerably less complex neural architecture. Moreover, Manduca’s genome
was recently sequenced allowing for direct comparisons to Drosophila’s and the use of targeted
molecular techniques such as RNAi.
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1.4.1 Manduca and Drosophila: similar but not quite
In many ways, the larval stage of Manduca sexta, the tobacco hornworm, is anatomically
similar to Drosophila larvae. The hornworm can be thought of as a cylindrical tube where a
relatively thick outer cuticle envelops a hydrostatic skeleton, providing the animal with structural
rigidity and preventing the its fluid-filled inner cavity from drying out. Similarly to Drosophila,
locomotion results from rhythmic peristaltic contractions of segmental muscle groups but is
aided by attachment of proleg crochets to the substrate. Because of the bright turquoise color of
this cuticle, the epidermal sensory neurons cannot be distinguished beneath, as they are in
Drosophila larvae. Manduca larvae consist of 10 thoracic and abdominal segments, a head cap
and a terminal segment. Some distinctive features include up to seven oblique lateral white
stripes, lined with black edges, and nine orange-white spots.

Figure 1.3: Diagram depicting 5th instar Manduca larva. The body is segmented into a head, thoracic segments and
abdominal segments and a terminal segment (TS). Mid-body and terminal prolegs, along with plantar crochets (not
shown) act as grippers and aid in locomotion.
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Studies of the larval peripheral nervous system have revealed that Manduca’s body wall,
like Drosophila’s, is extensively tiled sensory neurons that transduce multimodal information
about this soft animal’s external environment. Each body segment is innervated by a primary
plexus of 12-16 sensory md projections just beneath a flexible and primarily chitinous cuticle,
(Grueber, Graubard, and Truman 2001). These neurons have distinct dendritic receptive fields
and morphology, and send their axonal projections to the central ganglion in each hemisegment.
Three classes of primary plexus neurons have been identified, α, β and γ, with the latter being
implicated in polymodal nociception. Electrophysiology experiments previously carried out in
the Trimmer lab suggest that the Manduca γ md neurons are homologs of the Class IV md
neurons in Drosophila and also respond to mechanical and noxious heat (Banks, unpublished).

Figure 1.4: Schematic drawings of the md neuron tiling of the body wall, along with morphology of md neuron
classes and dendritic projections in the first and second instar of Manduca sexta larvae. Scale bars = 100µm.
Reproduced from Grueber, Grubard & Truman, 2001.

Unlike that of Drosophila larvae, Manduca’s epidermis is additionally tiled with a
secondary plexus lacking discrete cell bodies or projections to the ganglia. These smaller neurons
develop fully during the second instar stage, to number up to 350 per hemisegment. Though cell
bodies of secondary plexus cells are equidistant from each other, their dendritic projections often
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overlap and they seem to make dendritic associations with primary plexus neurons as well
(Grueber & Truman, 1999). Whilst the primary plexus neuronal pathways have been mapped and
show non-redundant coverage of the hemisegments, the function and relaying of signals in the
secondary plexus remains unknown. Recent behavioral data exploring noxious mechanical and
heat stimuli indicates that Manduca larvae do not cross-habituate across these modalities,
suggesting different mechanisms and/or neural transduction pathways for heat and mechanical
nociception (Banks 2012, unpublished). These pathways remain unexplored at a neural circuit
level.

1.4.2 A Tractable Model System
This work will present the tobacco hornworm, Manduca sexta, as an ideal model for
building a complete picture of the process of thermosensation. Successful neural encoding
mechanisms that convey thermal information to an organism must answer questions such as
“Where exactly is the heat stimulus?”, “Is it spreading or static?” ,“Is it noxious or innocuous?”
,“How likely is it to become noxious and require immediate attention?”. As noxious and
innocuous heat is likely processed through different pathways, we are interested in separating the
two using a novel stimulation procedure that involves quantifiable and localized heating.
Electrophysiology techniques are well-suited for providing detailed characterization of neural
circuits as neuronal activity can be accurately described in space and time. In concert with a
behavioral assay, such experiments can provide converging methods to inspecting how
temperature is encoded in the animal’s nervous system.
The sensory processing of thermal information and the potential role of Manduca md
neurons in this process remain a mystery. Though well-described developmentally and
morphologically, the secondary plexus of md neurons have yet to be functionally characterized.
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We thus set out to spatially map and describe thermosensation in Manduca sexta, and
specifically answer the following questions:
1.

What are Manduca’s behavioral responses to thermal stimuli in both the noxious and
the innocuous range? We hypothesized that lower intensity stimuli may elicit small,
localized responses while thermal stimuli in the noxious range would elicit
Manduca’s stereotyped nocifensive strike behavior.

2.

What are the neural responses elicited by thermal stimuli and is there a pattern of
selective sensitivity to heat across the segmental cuticle? We reasoned that at least a
subset of the 5-6 dorsolateral md neurons must be thermosensitive and hypothesized
that neural responses to thermal stimuli differ across the surface of the body wall in a
pattern that corresponds to md neuron tiling.

3.

Lastly, how does Manduca’s peripheral nervous system encode thermal stimuli of
varying parameters? Here, we could only make educated guesses – sensitive neurons
may be threshold gated, or show rate-depended responses, or a combination of both.
At the neural level, there may be different innocuous and noxious heat pathways.
Neurons may be recruited to activate either of these pathways after an initial encoding
of the temperature.
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Chapter 2 – General Methods
2.1 Animals
Behavioral and electrophysiological data was collected from Manduca sexta fifth instar
larvae. Animals were reared in a temperature and humidity controlled incubator on a 17L:7D
light/dark cycle. They were fed a wheat germ based modified artificial diet (Bell, Shapiro, &
Owens, 1978). 1st and 2nd day 5th instars weighing 0.96 – 1.5 g were used for behavioral work.
For electrophysiology experiments where controlling for animal size was more important, 2nd
and 3rd day 5th instars weighing between 1.55 g and 1.65 g were used (both males and females).

2.2 Stimulus Characterization
A low power (400 mW) infrared laser (Lily Electronics, diode laser, 808 nm) was used to
deliver a localized and consistent thermal stimulus to the cuticle. The laser was mounted in a
metal housing attached to a manipulator that allowed adjustment in the x, y and z plane, to focus
and position each stimulus. In contrast to stimulating the body with a hot probe the laser stimulus
did not introduce mechanical confounds. The duration, timing and frequency of the laser pulse
was controlled using Labview code to deliver a TTL trigger to the laser power circuit. The
horizontal laser beam was reflected onto the preparation using a 45° dichroic short pass filter
(#69-219, Edmonds Optical Inc., Barrington New Jersey) that allowed the target location on the
body wall to be safely observed using a binocular microscope positioned above the preparation.
Because Manduca’s skin is infrared reflective, a black paint mixture containing a
thermochromic pigment (Karlsson Robotics) was applied to the area to be stimulated. This
pigment transiently changes color from dark grey to white upon heating above 37C. This
allowed visualization of the stimulus and monitoring of its position on the body wall. The laser
beam measures approximately 650-700 µm in diameter, which is comparable to the width of
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each of the eight annulae that define a body segment. The intensity of the thermal stimulus was
controlled by varying the duration of each laser pulse.

Figure 2.1: Laser stimulus setup (behavioral experiments). The paint layer applied to the cuticle surface is indicated
as a black oval. The small white dot indicated the transient color change that occurs as the paint mixture heats up.

In later experiments, a miniature thermocouple probe (Omega Electronics, COCO 001)
was used to quantify the temperature at various stimulus durations. The probe was embedded in
the black paint layer applied over the cuticle. Temperatures were recorded at the center of the
laser beam, and at radial distances of 200 µm, 300 µm, and 400 µm from the center for stimuli
ranging from 10 ms to 120 ms in duration. The thickness of the paint is approximately 250 µm.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the paint-cuticle boundary at the surface of the larval body wall. The epidermis (light
green) is covered by a chitinous cuticle (dark green). A series of three annulae ridges are shown. The black paint
layer applied over the surface of the cuticle transfers and dissipates heat radially outwards from the center of the
laser beam. Distances at which temperature measurements were recorded are indicated (top) as well as the
approximate paint layer thickness (right).
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2.3 Behavioral Assay
The behavioral responses of Manduca sexta larvae to thermal stimuli of various
intensities were tested on three animals using stimulus durations from 10 ms to 120 ms. Longer
duration pulses often resulted in small puffs of smoke emitted from the paint suggesting either
paint evaporation or possible tissue damage on the animal’s cuticle. Animals were mounted on a
rounded wooden dowel attached to a manipulator and allowed time to adjust to the new
environment for 10-20 minutes. The dowel was then rotated and the height adjusted such that the
A4 dorsolateral body segment was at the focal point of the laser beam. Randomized
ascending/descending heat stimuli were applied with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) ≥ 1 min to
avoid sensitization effects. Exact control of ISI was not possible due to the animal moving
between stimuli and needing to be repositioned. The stimulus was delivered within a 1-1.5 mm
radius of the spiracle. Responses were graded on a 0-2 scale, with 0 = no response, 1 = localized
twitching of body segment and 2 = nocifensive strike response.

2.4 Electrophysiology
“Flatterpillar” Preparation
Prior to dissections, larvae were anaesthetized for 20-30 minutes on ice. Dissections
were performed in a Sylgard dish containing cold Miyazaki saline at 4C. A lateral incision was
made to the left of the ventral midline. The incision was extended longitudinally along the length
of the body. The terminal proleg and head cap were removed and the animal was pinned out flat,
outer cuticle facing downwards in the Sylgard dish.
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Figure 2.3: Dissection preparation procedure. A. Head-on cross section of the larva, which can be thought of as a
longitudinal cylinder. Incision site is marked with an X, on the animal’s left side. B. Flatterpillar preparation. The
ventral nerve cord can be identified once the animal is flattened out. The black dots represent each segmental
ganglion. The A4 ganglion is identified and a window is cut into the A4 body wall along the dotted lines. C. The A4
ganglion is isolated from the nerve cord, and the lateral branch of the dorsal nerve (LDN) is transected from the
ganglion. The position of the suction electrode is indicated distally on the LDN.

The gut was removed, along with trachea, fat body and musculature in the relevant body
segment, to expose the dorsal nerve (DN) and its branches as distally as possible. All ventral
nerve connectives were transected to remove neural and muscular communication between
segments during recording. The contralateral LDN was then isolated from the A4 segmental
ganglion and a thin fiber of silk thread was tied around the nerve so that it could be pulled to the
outer edge of the preparation and accessible to the extracellular electrode. This procedure also
eliminated efferent motor output in the LDN, leaving on afferent sensory input activity in the
nerve. As shown in Fig 2.3B, a small window of ventral tissue was cut out along the dotted lines
to allow easier access to the LDN.
The preparation was then transferred from the dissection dish to a Sylgard “well” plate,
where it was pinned flat, cuticle facing upward such that the internal epidermis and nervous
system were submerged in saline but the external cuticle was relatively dry and exposed. Though
the neural signal remains strong for as long as three hours after the animal is dissected, all
recordings were collected within 30-90 min from the start of dissection.
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Figure 2.4: Neural recording setup. a. IR laser used to deliver thermal stimulus. b. Dicroic mirror bends laser beam
90 onto outer cuticle surface. c. Black paint/pigment mixture absorbs thermal energy and transfers it to the cuticle,
changing color upon heating. d. Glass suction electrode records voltage across cell membrane and transfers to data
collection software. e. Thin silk threat tied around the LDN anchors the nerve out from under the preparation for
easy access.

Recording sensory neuron activity in the dorsal nerve
Extracellular recordings were collected from the lateral branch of the DN using a glass
suction electrode connected to a differential AC amplifier (A-M Systems, Model 1700) with
filter frequency ranges below 100 Hz and above 5,000 Hz. After further DC amplification
(Brownlee Precision, Model 210) the signal was digitized using a PowerLab A/D converter and
Labchart 8 Pro software (ADinstrument Inc. Colorado Springs CO ) at 40 k samples/second.
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2.5 Spatial Mapping
The dorsolateral cuticle of the A4 body segment was converted into an 8x8 grid based on
distinct landmarks (spiracle, annuli) to map the location of each laser stimulus. The x dimension
contains the eight annulae of the body segment and measures 5.0-5.5 mm. The y dimension from
the dorsal edge of the cuticle to a point ventral to the spiracle measures 8-9 mm. The layer of
black paint applied to the cuticle surface (not shown) was used to track stimulus locations.

Figure 2.5: Grid template used to map thermal stimulus location on the cuticle surface. x and y axes are indicated in
red. Black oval marks location of spiracle.

A 120 ms laser thermal stimulus was delivered to each x,y location and extracellular
neural recordings were collected. The setup did not allow complete elimination of order effects
through randomization of stimulus location within one animal. However, these effects were
minimized by randomizing order between animals and by maintaining a long inter-stimulus
interval (ISI) > 50 s. Action potential (spike) firing frequencies (ff) were used to determine the
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strength of the response. For each stimulus, all spikes with peaks exceeding the baseline noise
were detected, a local basal ff 1 second prior to the laser pulse was calculated, along with the
average ff during a stimulus window of 300ms from stimulus onset. The strength of the
responses was categorized based on standard deviation increases above basal ff (within 1 SD =
no response, ≥ 1 SD = small response, ≥ 2 SD = moderate response and ≥ 3 SD = strong
response).

2.6 Neural Encoding Properties
Temperature Peaks to Analyze Activation Thresholds
Thermal stimuli of various magnitudes were used to investigate the neural encoding
properties of thermally sensitive neurons in the body wall. Temperature peaks of approx. 30C,
45C, 50C and 55C were chosen to capture both the innocuous as well as the noxious
temperature thresholds in most temperature sensing models. Higher temperatures were not tested
in order to minimize tissue damage to the preparation.
Both the preparation and the saline were brought to room temperatures between 22-24C.
Randomized stimuli of each duration class were delivered to the A4 body segment, in a
controlled location just dorsal to the distinct spiracle landmark. This was done across n=6
animals. ISI’s greater than or equal to 50 s were allowed between each laser pulse and no more
than 20 stimuli were delivered per animal to avoid significant evaporation/chipping of the paint
layer. Neural recordings were collected as previously described and sorted by stimulus duration.
For each trace, an optimal threshold was selected by trial and error such that small
amplitude units could be detected from background noise artifact. For these experiments, an
average baseline ff 500 ms prior to the stimulus onset was calculated and then subtracted from
the instantaneous ff calculated during the stimulus window. This was done to control for non24

stationarity in the baseline data and between preparations and animals. These baseline adjusted
instantaneous ff’s were calculated in 10 ms bins throughout the stimulus and for several seconds
afterwards. Raster plots were used to represent detected events in each trial, and included
baseline firing units as well as heat-activated firing units, therefore representing total neural
activity. Finally, responses for each stimulus duration category were averaged across animals
(n=6) and combined into histograms representing the baseline adjusted instantaneous ff over the
time course of the stimulus.
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Chapter 3 – Manduca sexta Behavioral Responses to Thermal Stimuli
3.1 Results
In order to study the processing of thermal sensory information in Manduca sexta, we
began by observing and categorizing the animal’s behavioral responses to heat delivered using a
remote IR laser. In these early experimental stages, only pulses of 120 ms duration were used, as
they reliably elicited a response. Initial observations revealed that Manduca did indeed detect
and respond to thermal stimuli delivered with this method. Similar to studies in Drosophila, and
previous mechanosensory work in Manduca, the first behavioral responses we recorded
consisted primarily of stereotyped nocifensive strikes. These powerful behaviors were rapid and
targeted to the site of stimulation (Fig 3.1). The behavior was often accompanied by oral
regurgitation and mandibular scraping as the animal attended to the site stimulated.

Figure 3.1: Top down view of Manduca sexta nocifensive strike in response to a brief 120ms remote laser pulse. The
dorsolateral area that was stimulated was covered with a layer of heat absorptive black paint. Frame 2 shows the
exact area stimulated as a flash of white light on the pigment. The green dot represents the animal’s head. A 1cm
scale is included as a displacement reference.
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We then delivered shorter duration thermal stimuli to investigate whether Manduca
performed other behaviors in response to less intense heat in the innocuous range. These stimuli
revealed a second, more subtle behavioral response to heat. When stimulated with a laser pulse
as short as 10 ms, Manduca larvae responded with a local muscular twitch. Responses were
similar in symmetrical locations on the animal’s left and right dorsolateral body wall. As the
duration of the laser pulse was increased in 10 ms increments, the behavioral response changed
from muscular twitches to predominantly nocifensive strikes in the 60 ms range.
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Figure 3.2: Behavioral responses of Manduca sexta (n=9) to laser pulse stimuli of durations 10ms – 130ms to a
controlled location within 1-2mm radius of the A4 lateral spiracle. ISI’s were ≥ 1 minute to eliminate carryover
effects. Muscular twitch responses are indicated by grey bars, nocifensive strikes by black bars and “no response” by
white bars. A cubic trendline was curve-fitted to describe the two types of responses with stimulus duration and to
show the relationship between the two behaviors. The solid line represents the twitch cubic function and the dashed
line represents the strike cubic function.
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3.2 Discussion
These results confirmed that Manduca sexta larvae can detect a thermal stimulus
delivered using a remote infrared laser. Furthermore, two distinct behaviors were elicited to
different intensities of such stimuli. At the lowest stimulus duration, 10 ms, the majority of
animals did not produce a visible behavioral response. In the 5.6% of animals that did respond,
only muscular twitches were observed, indicating that such very small increases in temperature
at the surface of the cuticle can be perceived. As no nocifensive strikes were observed at this
duration, these stimuli are likely processed in innocuous heat pathways without activating
nociceptive pathways.
For stimuli lasting 30-60 ms, 50% or more of Manduca responses were muscle twitches.
As the duration was increased, the muscle twitch response became predominant in the 40-50 ms
range of laser pulse durations. Our results suggest that at these stimulus durations, most animals
perceive the thermal stimulus as innocuous and respond to it accordingly, contracting the area
stimulated without mounting a full strike response that would be more energetically costly.
Moreover, the fact that the twitch is localized to a single body segment suggests that the neural
processing that underlies is it localized as well. A local reflex circuit may be involved. If this
mechanism is involved, afferent sensory neurons may transduce information about the stimulus’s
intensity and location to the segmental ganglion. Here, this information would be integrated to
recruit a local motor neuron response rather than further transmitted as a signal in ascending and
descending ventral nerve cord tracts.
It is interesting that our results indicate a level of thermal stimulus intensity at which
there is a behavioral switch point. In the 60-70 ms range of stimulus durations, the animal
predominantly mounts a nocifensive strike, a clear indication that stimuli at and above this
intensity are encoded as noxious. Beyond 100 ms durations of laser pulses the muscular twitch
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behavior disappears. As the twitch is substituted by the strike, the animal’s nervous system may
communicate over ascending and descending tracts to generate motor output across several
segments. Because the behavior is quite successfully targeted for such noxious stimuli, it can be
assumed that information regarding the location of the stimulus is also transduced and used in
generating the response.
We found that different animals seem to have different sensitivities to pulses of varying
intensity, particularly for the short duration stimuli where a behavior is first produced. Animal to
animal variation may be explained by slight differences in the temperature experienced by the
cuticle that result from the paint layer transducing the heat. Even small inconsistencies in the
technique of applying the paint layer in one single brush stroke can result in small changes in
paint thickness that may be significant on the small scale of the animal. Moreover, because the
animal shows avoidance behavior and tends to move away, particularly after strong stimuli,
repositioning after each trial may have resulted in slightly different areas of the dorsolateral
cuticle being stimulated.
Nevertheless, our behavioral assay confirms that our thermal stimulation method was
successful in generating responses from Manduca larvae both in the innocuous and noxious heat
ranges. Moreover, these are purely thermal responses, as no mechanical perturbations were
introduced into the system. We have shown a novel Manduca behavioral response to heat that is
different from the all or none nocifensive strike or the all or none corkscrew rolling motion
observed in Drosophila larvae. This behavioral assay provided motivation to next investigate the
neural responses of Manduca larvae to thermal stimuli. Specifically, we were first interested in
the animal’s sensitivity to thermal stimuli across the dorsolateral cuticle surface.
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Chapter 4 – Spatial Sensitivity to Thermal Stimuli
The second goal of my project involved exploring the neural responses of Manduca
larvae to these thermal stimuli. Previous work done by Grueber et al. indicates that the dendritic
fields of Manudca md neurons that tile to body wall result in patterns of sensitivity to mechanical
stimuli across the body wall (Grueber, Graubard, and Truman 2001). As we hypothesized that
md neurons may also be implicated in thermosensation, we reasoned that some cuticle areas may
be more sensitive to thermal stimulation than others. To characterize the sensitivity to thermal
stimuli across the dorsolateral cuticle, we recorded neutral activity in the lateral branch of the
dorsal nerve (LDN), where most dorsolateral md neurons’ axons project to the central nervous
system.
4.1 Results
We quantified the neural activity of sensory neurons in the dorsolateral body wall of the
A4 body segment by calculating the instantaneous firing frequencies (ff’s) of all responsive units
in the LDN. We first collected extracellular recordings from the nerve while delivering a 120 ms
stimulus in the same area stimulated in our behavioral experiments, within a 1-2 mm radius of
the spiracle. We reasoned that such a stimulus, which always elicited strong behavioral
responses, namely nocifensive strikes, would also elicit a neural response.
For the animals treated with black paint the thermal stimulus evoked an increase in
neuronal firing frequency within 10 ms of the start of the laser pulse. The firing units activated
were of smaller amplitude than the basal firing units ubiquitously present in the recording. The
increase in firing frequency was rapid and transient, returning to the baseline level of activity
shortly after the laser pulse ended. In the absence of black paint there was no reliable increase in
firing frequency (Fig 4.1). During a thermal stimulus the instantaneous firing frequency pattern
differed from trial to trial. To compare the strength of the response over successive treatments we
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thus calculated average firing frequencies over the 120 ms stimulus duration. We used this
parameter to search for regional differences in thermal sensitivity across the dorsolateral cuticle.

Figure 4.1: Neural trace (black) and instantaneous firing frequency (blue) in response to a 120 ms stimulus near the
A4 spiracle. An event trace (red) is included to indicate the location of threshold-detected spikes. A. Control neural
response when no paint layer is applied to the area stimulated. The shaded grey rectangle indicates the stimulus
duration window. B. Neural trace when paint layer applied to the same stimulated area.

Increased firing of the smaller amplitude units was elicited by thermal stimuli in all the
grid locations and was not specifically patterned or localized to parts of the cuticle most densely
tiled by md neurons. Responses were generally large increases in average ff, 2-3 standard
deviations above the basal ff (Fig 4.2). Brief high frequencies above 350 Hz were often
observed. We also noted a pair of small amplitude units firing at 200-250 Hz that were
consistently activated within 8-12 ms of the stimulus onset.
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Figure 4.2: Neural responses to 120ms stimulus across A4 dorsolateral surface area. A. Thermal receptive field of
one exemplar animal. The spiracle is indicated by a black oval. All points of stimulation are represented by filled
circles. An average baseline ff was measured 1s prior to stimulus onset. The strength of the response was classified
into categories: “no response” = no change from baseline ff, “small response” = 1 SD increase above baseline,
“moderate response” = 2 SD increase above baseline and “strong response” = 3 SD increase above baseline. B.
Neural trace with instantaneous ff from location (4,4) (top) and (3,7) (bottom).

To decrease point-to-point variability between grid locations and individual animals, we
re-condensed the data points into 4-stimulus areas in our grid template of the A4 dorsolateral
surface area. Averaging across the animals tested (n=5) revealed smaller to moderate responses
near the segmental boundaries (lateral and dorsal boundaries) and consistently stronger responses
in the mid-segmental area. Annulae 3-6 just dorsal to the spiracle were particularly sensitive to
the stimulus in all preparations. This is reflected as the darker shades of red in Fig 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: A. Neural responses of the animal in Fig 2A. were condensed into larger cuticle areas containing 4
points of stimulation in order to decrease point-to-point variability. A color map indicates the thermal sensitivity of
each area. Approximate locations of NO-sensitive dorsolateral md neurons as mapped by Grueber et al. (1999) are
overlaid. B: Average thermal responses for all animals (n=5) across the cuticle surface.

Work by Grueber et al. on the development of nitric-oxide (NO) sensitive md neurons
indicates that dendritic projections may extend beyond segmental boundaries (Grueber and
Truman 1999). We explored this by delivering stimuli to the ipsilateral adjacent A3 and A5
segments and to the contralateral A4 segment, near their boundaries with the ipsilateral A4,
where we took LDN recordings. Interestingly, preliminary recordings from the A4 DN showed
some persistent neural responses in these segments. We found that delivering a 120 ms thermal
stimulus to the anterior A3 segment resulted in small to moderate neural responses, particularly
within 1-2 grid units of the segmental boundary with A4 (Fig 4.4 C). The same stimulus near
segmental boundaries in the posterior A5 and contralateral A4 resulted no or weak responses
(Fig4.4 A & D).
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Figure 4.4: Neural responses to thermal stimuli outside A4 segment. Picture of flattened animal dorsolateral area
across segments is provided for reference. A. Control ipsilateral A4 segment. Neural recordings were taken from this
LDN. Previously described increase in firing frequency is seen. B. Example neural response seen when stimulus is
delivered to ipsilateral A5; C. and D. show responses when stimulus is on the ipsilateral A3 and contralateral A4
respectively.

4.2 Discussion
Electrophysiology recordings of the activity in the A4 dorsal nerve are consistent with
behavioral responses of Manduca larvae to thermal stimuli. Although there is often a background
activity of large amplitude spikes, probably corresponding to stretch receptor or bristle hair
neurons, these units do not appear to respond to changes in temperature. In addition, the lack of
increased activity in unpainted controls confirms that responsive sensory neurons are detecting
the thermal aspect of the stimulus, rather than IR or any electromagnetic effects the IR laser may
be producing. In painted animals exposed to rapid thermal stimuli there was a consistent increase
in firing frequency of small amplitude units. The activity of these units appears to be tightly
time-locked with the stimulus and can encode changes in temperature within as little as 8 ms of
the stimulus onset. These units are thus very sensitive and rapidly responsive, generating all or
none action potentials even to low intensity thermal stimuli. This is consistent with our
behavioral experiments showing small muscle twitch responses to low intensity thermal stimuli.
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The spatial sensitivity map of thermally responsive neurons shows that the animal can
encode thermal stimuli reliably across the entire surface area of the dorsolateral A4 body
segment. This raises some interesting questions about the potential role of the md sensory
neurons in thermosensation. Had specific neurons been responsible for the detection of heat, one
might have expected a pattern of heat sensitivity to match that of a specific dendritic receptive
field. Instead, our results suggest that this is not the case. While areas near the segmental
boundaries and dorsal midline show weaker responses to thermal stimuli than the mid-segmental
area, information pertaining to temperature is still collected and transmitted to the central
nervous system. One possibility is that, rather than a specific subset, all primary plexus md
neurons are capable of encoding thermal sensory information. The highly branched γ class of
Manduca md neurons, which includes ddaD and ldaC, have been suggested as homologs of the
Class IV Drosophila polymodal nociceptors that respond to noxious heat and mechanical stimuli
(Banks K., unpublished). As these neurons have extensive projections, it is possible that they
may transduce the 120 ms noxious heat laser stimulus.
Alternatively, the role of the smaller secondary plexus neurons in Manduca remains
unclear. These neurons number upward of 350 cells that are uniformly distributed throughout
each segment by the second instar stage of the larva (Grueber and Truman 1999). These cells’
dendritic fields overlap those of primary plexus md neurons and often extend beyond segmental
boundaries. Secondary plexus neurons do not project directly to the central nervous system, but
rather synapse with primary plexus md neurons. Because these cells are very small (cell body
diameter of 10 µm) and difficult to access, no studies to date have explored their functional role
or response mechanisms.
Finally, a diffusible chemical cue may be involved in the mechanism of action that
activated firing units throughout the dorsolateral body wall in response to thermal stimuli. In
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1999, Grueber showed that secondary and primary plexus md neurons in Manduca larvae, with
the exception of ddaB, are sensitive to a diffusible nitric oxide (NO) cue, resulting in secondary
messenger cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) production. Although the most likely
mechanism for transducing thermal stimuli involves well-established thermal/mechanosensitive
molecules, such as TRP channels, it is also possible that strong stimuli produce local diffusible
factors such as NO. The effect of NO on the activity of peripheral sensory neurons is unknown
and remains to be studied.
It is possible that the 120 ms stimulus used in these experiments selectively elicits
responses from neurons only involved in noxious thermosensation and not in innocuous
thermosensation. If this is the case, the cuticle may be generally equally responsive to noxious
heat, similar to the entire surface of the skin in most mammals. No matter where such a noxious
stimulus occurs, the animal would need to be able to detect it, and its intensity, and mobilize a
nocifensive strike response. It would thus be interesting to compare the latency of the sensory
response to these stimuli to the time necessary to initiate a strike.
These experiments provide a good starting point to next tune down the thermal stimulus
to innocuous temperatures and investigate whether the neural responses we observe might decay
when the stimulus is not potentially harmful to the animal. Supplementing these experiments
with fine-tuned innocuous thermal stimuli may shed light on what thermal ranges are
evolutionarily important to the animal – for example, one might expect the more dorsal regions
of the cuticle to be interested in detecting small temperature changes elicited by sun exposure or
proximity to another animal and more ventral regions in detecting substrate temperature changes.
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Chapter 5 – Neural Encoding of Temperature Properties
5.1 Results
The last goal of my project was to identify what aspects of the thermal stimulus are encoded
by the peripheral nervous system. In particular, do the body wall sensory neurons signal the
temperature, changes in temperature or some other aspect of local thermal events? By varying
the laser pulse duration it is possible to heat the cuticle to different temperatures. We chose to
once again localize stimuli to a controlled location, 1-2 mm dorsal to the spiracle, as this area
was found to reliably produce both behavioral and neural responses in previous experiments. In
order to better quantify the stimuli, we characterized the thermal heating behavior of the paint
layer as previously described, and used this to build a thermal model that describes how the heat
spreads and is transmitted to the surface of the animal (Fig. 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Model of thermal energy transmission to the cuticle surface. A. Diagram of the paint layer (black) and
boundary with the larval cuticle (green). Temperatures were measured at each of the indicated distances radially
away from the center of the laser beam. Thickness of the paint is also indicated. B. Diagram of thermal model
simulation of heat flow from center of beam (c), into the paint layer (b) absorbed by the animal’s cuticle (a). The
table surface that the animal is on is also indicated (d). C. Experimental curves of temperature peaks obtain with
various stimulus durations (10 ms curve to 120 ms curve). D. Linear relationship between stimulus duration and
peak temperatures at different radial distances away from center of laser beam. Note that the middle bright red and
orange trend lines correspond to the thickness of the paint and are used in estimating cuticle surface temperatures.
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As expected, we found that the temperature of the paint increases throughout the duration of
a pulse (Fig 5.1C). The rate of increase in temperature is not constant, but is highest during the
early phase of the stimulus and reduced during the later phase (Fig 5.5). At the end of each
stimulus, the temperature peak persists for a short time (2-3 ms) and then cools exponentially.
For stimulus durations between 10 and 140 ms there is a linear relationship between the
duration of the laser pulse and the peak temperature. Though there is variance in these
experimentally measured temperatures, it is clear that these peak temperatures decrease with
distance away from the center of the laser beam. As the paint thickness was found to be 200-300
µm, temperatures at these radial distances (the bright red and orange lines in Fig 5.1D) were used
as estimates of the temperature at the surface of the cuticle. We then selected stimulus durations
of 20 ms, 60 ms, 100 ms and 120 ms as representatives of low, moderate, and high intensity
stimuli in order to compare the neural responses evoked by each. According to our thermal
model, these stimuli produce temperature peaks of 30-35°C, 40-45°C, 45-55°C and 55-65°C at
the cuticle surface respectively (Fig 5.1D).

Figure 5.2: Representative examples of neural responses to lower intensity 20 ms and 60 ms thermal stimuli (top A.
& B. panels) and higher intensity 100 ms and 120 ms thermal stimuli (bottom C. & D. panels). All recordings are
taken from the same preparation, as suggested by similar basal ff. Instantaneous ff of all units is shown in blue and a
raster plot of individual spikes is shown in grey.
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Individual trials show that small amplitude units are activated by low, moderate and high
intensity thermal stimuli. We found that the pattern of firing of these units varied throughout the
stimulus period. Generally, a short fast burst of activity occurred within the first 10-20 ms of
heating. For short stimuli, this was the sole response, while for longer stimuli, a second burst of
activity was often observed (see Appendix). In all cases, the neural activity persisted throughout
the stimulus and quickly decayed at the end of the laser pulse (see also previous results using the
120 ms stimuli for spatial mapping). Because this firing pattern varied within each stimulus
category, we concatenated the results across several trials in several animals to illustrate the
overall trends in activity.

Figure 5.3: Raster plots showing variation in neural responses across trials (left) and baseline adjusted instantaneous
ff across preparations (right). A. 20 ms stimulus B. 60 ms stimulus C. 100 ms stimulus D. 120 ms stimulus. Shaded
rectangles represent the duration of the event. Standard deviations in instantaneous ff are indicated in light grey.
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From these combined raster plots, it is clear that there is an initial instantaneous peak of
activity within 10-20 ms of the stimulus onset. During this time, the thermal model predicts a
cuticle surface temperature change from room temperature 23°C to 35°C. The instantaneous ff
drops slightly after this initial peak but appears to rise again if the stimulus duration continues for
longer than 60 ms. During this potential second phase of neural activity, the cuticle surface is
predicted to reach temperatures above 40-45°C. The temperature decay following the stimulus is
quite slow, taking several hundred milliseconds to return to room temperature while the
instantaneous ff declines to basal levels within approximately 20 ms.
Because these results suggest that the thermally sensitive neurons do not encode absolute
temperature, the relationship between temperature and instantaneous ff was plotted for the full
duration of the stimulus and for all the different trials across several animals (Fig. 5.4 A). As
expected, there was no direct relationship between these parameters. Similar plots of the firing
rate relative to the rate of temperature increase (°C/ms) also revealed no direct relationship (Fig
5.4B).

Figure 5.4: Plots of absolute temperature vs. instantaneous ff (A) and rate of temperature increase vs. ff (B) for a 120
ms stimulus. Calculated R-squared values for a linear regression are indicated on each plot.
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However, it is clear that the firing frequency is not constant throughout the stimulus but
instead appears to involve an early and a late phase. The two properties of the stimulus we
investigated, absolute temperature and rate of temperature increase, vary from the early and late
phase of the stimulus (Fig 5.5). In separating there two phases, we hypothesized that at lower
temperatures (early phase, stimuli lasting ≤ 60 ms), we might see a stronger linear relationship
between instantaneous ff and rate of increase in temperature. On the other hand, at higher
temperatures (late phase, stimuli lasting ≥ 70 ms), the instantaneous ff would be more strongly
correlated with the absolute temperature.

Figure 5.5. Change in temperature properties over two phases of a 120 ms stimulus. Red bar indicates total stimulus
duration. First phase is indicated by a lightly shaded rectangle and second phase by darker shaded rectangle. A.
Absolute temperature trace measured experimentally. As temperature increases proportionally with the duration of
the stimulus, lower temperatures occur during the first phase than during the second phase. B. Rate of temperature
increase obtained by taking the first derivative of the trace in A over a time period of 1 ms. The rate of temperature
rise decreases with stimulus duration, resulting in higher rates during the first phase than during the second phase of
the stimulus.
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Figure 5.6: Baseline adjusted instantaneous ff’s in the early and late phases of a 120 ms thermal neural response.
Lower temperatures are represented in the early phase and high temperatures in the late phase. Relationships
between absolute temperature and instantaneous ff (top) and rate of temperature increase and instantaneous ff
(bottom) were replotted. Calculated R-squared values for a linear regression are indicated on each plot. Note the
weak correlations for all but the early instantaneous ff and rate of temperature increase relationship.

The strongest linear relationship seen was that between instantaneous ff and rate of
temperature rise in the first phase of the stimulus. Though this relationship is not particularly
strong in looking across all stimuli in all animals (n=6), it is possible that rate of temperature rise
is the parameter that these firing units are encoding, particularly at the onset of a thermal
stimulus. Once again, there was no relationship between instantaneous ff and absolute
temperature when separating out the two phases of the stimulus.
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5.2 Discussion
Surprisingly, the neural components that encode local temperature stimuli in Manduca
sexta do not seem to encode the absolute magnitude of the thermal stimulus, but rather the
changes in temperature. In response to thermal stimuli of varying durations, firing units are
rapidly and consistently activated by the initial rise in temperature. A burst of closely spaced
spikes are elicited within the first 10-20 ms of stimulus onset when the temperature rapidly rises
by as much as 10°C. We hypothesize that this neural response correlates with rate of temperature
change instead, which is largest at the onset of the stimulus. As the cuticle temperature continues
to rise throughout the duration of the stimulus, responsive units continue to fire but do not
necessarily seem to signal higher temperatures. This is further supported by the fact that the
neural response drops off almost instantaneously when thermal energy is no longer delivered to
the cuticle, while the temperature is much slower in decreasing back to room temperatures (Fig
5.2). Thus, these units appear to be more interested in changes in temperature rather than
absolute temperatures.
Small rises in temperature, as well as eliciting a behavioral response, appear to be
detected and transmitted to the central nervous system by specialized firing units. These units
may or may not be a part of the primary plexus of md neurons that tile the body wall. Moreover,
it is unlikely that they are involved in nociceptive sensory pathways, as their response was
maximal in the 23-35°C temperature ranges, below the nociception thresholds pf 39-41°C
previously described in Drosophila. These units show a degree of adaptation over the course of
20-30 ms, suggesting a phasic mechanism of action. Any number of cellular signaling
mechanisms may underlie this effect, including the previously described Ca 2+ influx response to
slow heating (Liu et al. 2003). Rapid heating in this case may result in a fast negative feedback
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loop that terminates the neural response, leading to fast adaptation of neurons responsive to
changes in temperature.
Interestingly, though not evident in the stimulus durations described above, we often saw
a second increase in instantaneous ff response for stimuli lasting longer than 100 ms (see Fig
A10-A14). Though neural activity levels decrease as the temperature rises above 40°C and the
rate of temperature increase slows down, the instantaneous ff may increase again for
temperatures above 50°C for stimuli lasting longer than 80 ms. It is possible that at these
temperatures, the animal begins encoding the noxious aspect of the thermal stimulus and
recruiting the nocifensive strike response. This is intriguing because it suggests a neural switch
point, similar to the behavioral switch point already observed around 40-45°C. The fact that the
instantaneous ff rapidly drops at the end of the stimulus, despite the temperature remaining
within above 50°C for 30-40 ms still raises some questions about this second phasic neural
response. Is this a rapid adaptation of the firing units whereby a burst of activity is sufficient to
engage the defensive strike? Alternatively, is this second response not encoding noxious
temperatures but rather indicating a slowing down of the rate of temperature rise?
These findings also raise some questions about the number of firing units responsive to a
thermal stimulus. Though this effect disappeared when averaging across different preparations,
we often observed instantaneous ff’s greater than 350 Hz in individual trials. As the refractory
period of a single neuron is 2-3 ms, it is unlikely that the same neuron would be able to fire at a
frequency higher than 350 Hz. Thus, we also have strong reason to believe that there may be
more than one responsive unit in the data presented above. It is possible that one firing unit may
encode the initial rise in temperature and a second may be tonically active above a certain
temperature threshold. In order to explore this, we can sort the events in our neural traces into
individual firing units based on the spike amplitude and waveform. This will eliminate the large
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amplitude spontaneous firing units seen in the majority of preparations (see Fig 5.2) and allow
better visualization of thermally activated units in raster plots (see Fig 5.3). The activity of
individual units can then be plotted as instantaneous ff’s against absolute temperature and rate of
temperature rise. This would allow us to explore whether different units may encode these
parameters of the stimulus that are masked by looking at pan-neuronal activity.
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Chapter 6 – Summary, Implications and Future Directions
Summary
The ability to detect local and transient changes in temperature is crucial to the survival
of most organisms. Localized thermosensation remains one of the least explored branches of
sensory biology due to the lack of specialized thermosensory organs and the non-specific nature
of this modality. This thesis presents a novel method of studying local thermosensation in the
invertebrate Manduca sexta whereby precise and quantified thermal stimuli can be remotely
delivered to a very small location on the animal’s cuticle.
The goal of this project was three-fold. First, we explored Manduca sexta larvae’s
behavioral responses to thermal stimuli. We showed that Manduca produced at least two distinct
behavioral responses to stimuli of low and high intensity. Low intensity heat in the range of 2340°C elicited a muscular twitch localized to the body segment stimulated. High intensity heat in
the 40-60°C range elicited Manduca’s nocifensive strike behavior. On the temperature
continuum, the animal switched strategies from a twitch to a strike in the 40-45°C temperature
range, often described as the innocuous/noxious heat threshold (Tracey Jr. et al. 2003).
Second, we investigated the neural responses to a high intensity stimulus and how the
sensitivity to this stimulus varied spatially across the dorsolateral surface of the animal’s body
wall in a single segment. We found small amplitude units to be activated within 8-10 ms of the
stimulus onset. Their activity continued throughout the duration of the stimulus and rapidly
decayed once thermal energy was no longer delivered to the cuticle. We showed that the entire
dorsolateral surface of the A4 body segment is thermally sensitive, with the strongest neural
responses being localized to the mid-segmental area dorsal to the spiracle. It should be noted that
this sensitivity was in response to a stimulus in the noxious range and may differ in the context
of an innocuous thermal stimulus.
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Interestingly, despite recording from the A4 LDN, small increases in neural activity were
still observed when stimuli were delivered outside the A4 segment. In particular, preliminary
data suggests that thermal stimuli in the anterior ipsilateral A3 segment may also be detected and
transmitted to the A4 central nervous system. It is possible that the body wall sensory neurons
that process thermal information extend dendritic projections beyond segmental boundaries.
Alternatively, if thermosensation involves the use of a diffusible cue, signals may not be
restricted to one segment at all, but rather transduce information across segments.
Finally, we were interested in exploring what aspects of a thermal stimulus the responsive
firing units encode. As the duration and peak temperature of a thermal stimulus gradually
increased, the instantaneous ff of responsive units did not follow the same trend. Rather, the data
showed a burst of spikes within the first 10-20 ms of the stimulus onset, followed by a decreased
but steady firing rate as temperature continued to rise at the cuticle. Despite variation between
animals and trials, there appeared to be a linear relationship between the rate of temperature
increase and the instantaneous ff during the early phase of a thermal stimulus. Sorting individual
firing units will further elucidate this relationship, and clarify whether a second phase of neural
activity is present at high noxious temperatures.

Biological Implications and Future Directions
This work demonstrates for the first time that Manduca sexta larvae can detect
local sensory information across a wide range of the thermal modality. The animals can generate
at least two levels of behavioral responses to such stimuli, indicating that the processing of such
information does not simply involve all-or-none signals. There is a great deal of variability in the
encoding of these thermal stimuli by the peripheral sensory neurons. Our findings demonstrate
rate dependent encoding of increases in temperature. These sensory neurons may also be able to
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distinguish between low and high temperature stimuli and to encode the duration of the stimulus.
Thus, the animal’s peripheral nervous system detects distinct aspects of a localized increase in
temperature and transmits this information to the segmental ganglion CNS to be utilized in
generating a response. Fast changes in temperature, rather than the absolute temperature, appear
to be most biologically relevant to the animal.
This is an attractive hypothesis because it suggests that at low temperatures, the animal is
mainly interested in sudden changes. These changes could signal an upcoming noxious stimulus
and prime a nocifensive strike. Because our experiments combine changing temperatures as well
as changing rates of temperature increase, it would be interesting to separate out these
parameters by conducting heat ramp experiments; the rate of temperature increase can be
modified while the peak temperature plateau is clamped to various temperatures. If these units
truly are interested in rates of temperature rise, we would expect to see stronger responses with
steeper temperature ramps, and a consistent drop in instantaneous ff once the temperature plateau
has been reached and held below the noxious threshold of approximately 40°C. On the other
hand, below certain threshold slopes, we would expect no neural activity.
These experiments reveal what information is detected by the PNS and is available to the
animal’s CNS. However, it remains unclear how the animal uses this information in conjunction
with other sensory modalities, hormonal states and environmental cues. For example, it remains
to be studied whether the animal interprets a noxious thermal stimulus and a noxious mechanical
stimulus differently. Although these two sensory modalities appear to not cross-habituate at the
local neural circuit level (Banks 2012, unpublished), it is possible that both these types of signals
feed into the same behavioral circuits. Though perhaps not in the same neural pathways, a brief,
localized, intense heat pulse may very well be interpreted the same as a fast, mechanical pinch.
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The recently sequenced Manduca sexta genome now makes it possible to design RNAi
experiments that specifically target ion channels already implicated in thermosensation. As the
specific channels expressed in Manduca primary plexus md neruons remain unknown,
the Manduca orthologs of Drosophila genes that encode TRP channels could provide some
insights. The Manduca genome contains sequences that are highly similar to genes
encoding Drosophila TRPA family ion channels. It would be interesting to knock out these ion
channels and observe whether there are any changes in the animal’s behavioral repertoire in
response to heat. Additionally, electrophysiology studies could reveal any changes in firing units
and their activation patterns in response to innocuous and noxious heat.
Our findings are the first to explore Manduca thermosensation at a behavioral and neural
circuit level. The tools this work has developed will aid in uncovering neural mechanisms that
govern the sensation of heat, not only in Manduca, but in other invertebrate models such
as Drosophila as well. Furthermore, the thermal stimulation technique we have developed can be
used to deliver noxious stimuli without any mechanical perturbations introduced into the system.
These stimuli can be precisely quantified in terms of duration, magnitude and location, allowing
better control in experiments involving behavior. This will also be helpful in kinematic and
muscle physiology studies of the initiation and coordination of the powerful nocifensive strike
behavior in Manduca.
This work builds on prior knowledge of Manduca sensory systems by exploring
innocuous thermosensation for the first time. It is our hope that these findings will pave the way
to a more complete understanding of how environmental stimuli are transduced and how they
generate behavior in this and other animal models.
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Fig A1: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 10 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials)
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Fig A2: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 20 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials). Also represented in
Fig 5.3.
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Fig A3: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 30 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials)
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Fig A4: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 40 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials)
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Fig A5: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 50 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials)
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Fig A6: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 60 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials). Also represented in
Fig 5.3.
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Fig A7: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 70 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials).
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Fig A8: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 80 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials).
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Fig A9: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 90 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials).
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Fig A10: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 100 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials). Also represented in
Fig 5.3.
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Fig A11: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 110 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials)
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Fig A12: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 120 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials). Also represented in
Fig 5.3.
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Fig A13: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 130 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials)
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Fig A14: Averaged instantaneous ff histogram for a 140 ms stimulus (n=6 animals, n=12 trials)
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